News Release

Nantes, France – May 28, 2019

Sercel Delivers Five 508XT Acquisition Systems to ONGC in India
Sercel announced today the successful delivery of five of its state-of-the-art 508XT seismic acquisition
systems to India’s national oil company, ONGC.
ONGC selected Sercel’s cross-technology (X-Tech®) solution to conduct various 3D surveys for a total of
40,000 channels across India in challenging environments, from jungle to steppe plain and even desert.
The specific challenges faced across these terrains make the 508XT system a natural choice. Sercel’s
renowned robust build quality ensures minimal downtime even when operating in the harshest
conditions. The unique, fault-tolerant X-Tech architecture, which combines the benefits of cable and
wireless systems in a single platform and features local storage and automatic rerouting capabilities,
simplifies field operations and enables continuous, autonomous acquisition.
This delivery comes hot on the heels of twelve other Sercel 508XT systems sold in India in the past three
years.
Pascal Rouiller, Sercel CEO, said: “We would like to thank ONGC for its confidence in the 508XT
seismic acquisition system. Sercel’s excellent reputation has led to many sales, particularly in India, over
the last few years. With over 72,000 508XT channels deployed in the country, the Sercel 508XT has
established itself as the system of choice to conduct high-performance seismic acquisition surveys.”

About Sercel
Sercel is the world’s leading designer and manufacturer of innovative seismic equipment and
reservoir monitoring instruments. Sercel provides oil field service companies and geophysical contractors
with the widest range of lea-ding-edge technologies for exploration in land, marine, ocean bottom,
transition zone and reservoir environments. Employing more than 1,500 people worldwide, Sercel’s
main sales offices are located in Houston (USA) and Nantes (France). More information about Sercel
is available at www.sercel.com
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